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SECURING THIRD PARTY 
LITIGATION FUNDING

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT:
Securing Third Party Litigation Funding

l SMEs that are confronted with potential commercial litigation claims against larger corporations have traditionally faced difficult financial 
decisions.  The prospect of incurring substantial litigation costs can, for the budget-conscious, deter even the most worthy claims. Third 
party litigation funding has emerged as an ever more viable alternative to traditional funding through internal cash flows. This method of 
funding is supported by outside investors, typically a hedge fund or special purpose litigation fund which seeks out commercial litigants who 
have substantial claims, but who are unable to make the financial investment required.

Acquisition International speaks to Marius Nasta, Chief Executive of Redress Solutions LLP, to shed some light on how third party litigation 
funding works.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Redress is one of the leading UK based litigation funders 
and a member of the Association of Litigation Funders of 
England and Wales.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
The third party litigation funding industry continues to 
experience strong growth. The so-called “Jackson reforms” 
(inspired by a study carried out by Lord Justice Jackson) 
were implemented in April 2013 and have introduced 
significant changes in the English courts. 

Two changes have had a major effect on the funding of cases. 
Claimants are able to use Conditional Fee Agreements or 
CFA with their solicitors.  Under a CFA, the solicitor gets 
nothing if the case is lost and his normal fee together with a 
Success Fee bonus if the case is won.  Prior to the reforms, a 
claimant using a CFA could not only claim back the normal 
costs but also could pass the cost of the success fee to the 
losing defendant. The Jackson reforms require claimants 
using CFAs to pay the success fee out of their own winnings. 

A similar change was made to the recoverability of the 
premium on After the Event or ATE insurance policies.  An 
ATE policy is a policy of insurance under which a party to 
the litigation insures against the risk of losing his case and 

having to pay the opponent’s costs.  Prior to April 2013, a 
claimant could litigate with the benefit of an ATE policy 
and, if he won the action, make the defendant reimburse the 
premium on the ATE insurance policy, which the claimant 
chose to take without consulting him. Under the new regime, 
the premium on the ATE cover is payable by the claimant.  

The net effect of both these changes is that the claimant now 
has to bear the financial consequences of the decisions that 
he made as to the conduct of the litigation. Thus, even if 
the claimant is successful, he will have to pay the solicitor’s 
success fee and the ATE premium out of his own winnings.  
Since claimants now have to carry part of their costs they are 
increasingly looking at other ways to spend that money to 
achieve costs savings and convenience.  Some are adopting 
the third party funding route. Reputable funders such as 
Redress pay for the entire cost of the litigation (and provide 
an indemnity for the opponent’s costs if the case is lost) 
for a fee calculated as a percentage of the winnings. If the 
case is lost, the claimant pays nothing and the funder writes 
off all the costs spent on the case.  This offers claimants 
the considerable advantage of not having any cash outlays 
while the case is on-going and knowing from the outset the 
percentage of their winnings which they will be giving up if 
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the case is successful. Of course, the claimant also knows 
that he will not have to pay anything if the case is lost.

As can be seen, the new regime points to an even more 
compelling case for the third party litigation funding solution 
and the rise in funded claims which Redress is experiencing 
is a clear sign of that. 


